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SUMMARY 
High-quality high-resolution transmission and reflection images produced using a scanning 

optical microscope and the split-detector technique are presented. These images exhibit differ
ential phase contrast, the method avoiding some drawbacks ofthe usual Nomarski DIC arrange
ment. Imaging is treated theoretically and compared with the Nomarski method. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Although Nomarski differential interference contrast (Nomarski , 1955) has become a widely 

used and powerful technique in optical microscopy it does have a number of disadvantages. A 
compromise must be made between contrast and signal level so that for objects with weak varia
tions the signal may be very weak and in order to obtain adequate contrast the condenser must 
often be stepped down somewhat so that optimum resolution is no longer achieved. In general 
the image is formed by a complicated mixture of different contrast mechanisms including 
non-differential amplitude and differential amplitude contrast and with birefringent specimens 
it must be used with care. 

A method widely used for scanning transmission electron microscopy (Dekkers & de Lang, 
1974,1977) based on a split detector, overcomes these problems, and indeed its use in scanning 
optical microscopy was suggested in the paper in which it was originally described (Dekkers & 
de Lang, 1974). However, until now, production of high-quality high-resolution optical images 
using the technique has not been reported. 

A laser beam is focused to a fine spot on the specimen and the light either transmitted through, 
or reflected from, the object is incident on a large area photo detector consisting of two semi
circular elements (Fig. 1). In the absence of a phase gradient in the object each semicircle gives 
the same signal so that their difference is zero, but the presence of a phase gradient deflects the 
transmitted beam so that one half of the detector has a larger output than the other. For weak 
phase gradients the difference signal is proportional to the phase gradient. An image is built up 
by mechanically scanning the object relative to the laser beam, and using the difference signal 
to modulate the brightness of a CRT display scanned in synchronism with the object as in the 
usual arrangement of the scanning optical microscope (Sheppard, 1980a). If alternatively the 
sum of the two detector elements is formed, a non-differential amplitude contrast image results. 
The two detector elements if used individually produce a non-differential amplitude contrast 
image with either positive or negative differential phase contrast superimposed. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of a transmission-mode scanning optical microscope with large area detector, 
sensitivity distribution Da, TJ ). 

2. EXPERIMENTAL WORK 

A range of objects has been observed using a scanning optical microscope in both reflection 
and transmission modes. The detector was formed by a silicon solar cell, cut into halves, each 
part being fed into a preamplifier specially designed to give low noise and the necessary band
width in combination with the large source capacitance presented by the detectors. Small 
corrections for imbalance between the detectors could be made by varying the amplifier gains 
slightly. The subsequent circuit was arranged so that either of the two signals separately, their 

Fig. 2. An integrated circuit viewed in reflection: (a) amplitude image, (b) differential phase image, (c) a 
similar region viewed in a Zeiss microscope using omarski DIe. 
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sum, or their difference could be displayed on the cathode ray tube. As the difference signal is 
bidirectional, a constant voltage had to be added to it such that zero difference signal gave 
approximately half full screen brightness. The microscope employed a HeNe laser (,\ = 0·6328 
fLm). 

For the reflection experiments an objective with a numerical aperture of 0·85 was used. 
Here the reflected light travelled back through the objective which thus formed the collector 
lens and this, analogous to the condenser in a conventional microscope, was therefore filled. 
Figure 2 shows high magnification reflection images from part of an integrated circuit. Figure 2(a) 
is the image formed by adding the signals from the detector halves, and is identical to a conven
tional image; the bright regions of this image correspond to metallization which stands up 
above the silicon surface. Figure 2(b) shows the differential phase image formed by subtracting 
the two detector signals. (Positive or negative contrast may be formed according to which signal 

Fig. 3. An unstained buccal epithelium cell in transmission using light from an HeNe laser (.:1= 633 nm) 
and an objective of numerical aperture 0·5. 

is used as subtrahend.) This image shows a pronounced effect of relief and considerable detail, 
due to small changes in surface height, particularly on the surface of the metallization. The 
image from just one half of the detector consists of a conventional image with differential phase 
contrast superimposed, again leading to an impression of relief. Figure 2(c) records, for compari
son, a similar region viewed in a Zeiss microscope, again with an objective of numerical aperture 
0·85, but using the Nomarski DIe method. 

Figures 3 and 4 show buccal epithelium cells in transmission, using the split detector 
technique to differentiate in the horizontal direction. The specimens were unstained so that a 
conventional image formed by adding the detector outputs showed no observable detail. 

3. THEORY OF IMAGE FORMATION 

Pure differential phase contrast gives an image whose intensity is proportional to the rate of 
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Fig. 4. The nucleus of a different buccal epithelium cell in transmission using light from an H eed laser 
( ,\= 440 nm), an oil-immersion objective of numerical aperture 1·3 and a detector of numerical aperture 
0·92. 

change of phase across the object modulated by the intensity of the light transmitted. The split 
detector method results in imaging which approximates to this ideal. 

A scanning microscope with arbitrary detector distribution (Fig. 1) behaves as a partially 
coherent system so that the image intensity may be written (Sheppard & Choudhury, 1977) 

+ 00 

I(x,y)= J J J J C (m, n ; p, q) T (m, 11) T* (p, q) exp {- 27rj [(m - p)x +(n - q)y]} dm dn dp dq (1 ) 

- 00 

where CCm, n; p, q) is the partially coherent transfer function, which is a property of the optical 
system only, and T(m, n) is the spectrum of the object amplitude transmittance given by its 
Fourier transform 

T(m, n)= J J t(x, y) exp [27Tj(mx + ny)] dx dy. (2) 

The transfer function is given by (Sheppard & Choudhury, 1977) 

+ 00 

CCm, n;p,q)= J J p(g - m, ~- n)p* (g-P' 7/- q) D (g, y) dg d.l) (3) 

- 00 

in which P(g,7/) is the pupil function of the objective, expressed as a function of normalized 
coordinate5 g, 7/ such that 

(4) 
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D(~, T]) is the detector sensitivity distribution, and m, fi ; p, q are normalized spatial frequencies 

m=mAj2 sin IX (5) 

and so on, with wavelength A and numerical aperture sin IX. 

For line structures such that the object transmittance is a function of x only the image is 
+00 

I (x) = J J C(m;p) T (m) T* (p) exp [ - 27Tj(m-p)x ] dmdp (6) 

- 00 

with 

+00 

C(m;p)= J J P(t -m,T])P* (t -P, T]) D (t,T]) dtdT]. (7) 

- 00 

For the case of the split detector the transfer function is evaluated by subtracting integrals 
over semicircles and displaced circles. For an aberration-free system the partially coherent 

p 

----+-----~~-----7------___ m 

Fig. 5. Symmetry of the transfer function for differential phase contrast. 

transfer function obeys the symmetry shown in Fig. 5, which applies for pure differential 
phase contrast (Wilson & Sheppard, 1980), its value being given for m and p of the same sign 

C(m; p)= {Acm)- A(2m)} sgn (m); Iml > Ipl (8) 

where A(;) is the convolution between two circles 

A(m)=~ {cos- 1Im l - 1 mh/ l - m2
} ; Iml < I} . 

= 0 ;lml > 1 

and sgn (m) is the signum function 

3 

sgn (m)= l;m : O }. 
=- l;m < O 

For m and p of opposite sign we have 

C(m; p)={A(m-p)-A(2m)} sgn m; Iml > Ipl . 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 
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For a weak object of the form 

t(x) = 1 + tl(X) 

with I tl(X) I small, the cross-product terms in TI in equation (6) are negligible leaving 
+ 00 

J(x)=C(O; 0) + 2Rl{f C(m; 0) TI (m) exp (- 271-jmx) dm}. (13) 

- 00 

For a weak object amplitude variations result in a real tl whereas phase variations result 
in an imaginary tl. It can be shown that (Wilson & Sheppard, 1980; Sheppard & Wilson, 
1980) ifC(m; 0) is real and even non-differential amplitude contrast results, ifit is real and odd 
differential phase contrast is formed, if it is imaginary and even we have non-differential phase 
contrast, whereas if it is imaginary and odd we have differential amplitude contrast. The 
imaging for weak line objects is described completely by the weak object transfer function 
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Fig. 6. The weak=object transfer functionJ or a split-detector system with defocus. 

C(m; 0). T his is generally true, regardless of the degree of partial coherence in the imaging 
system, which thus degenerates to a linear system. For the split-detector configuration C(m; 0) 
is real and odd (Fig. 6) for an aberration-free system, resulting in pure differential phase 
contrast. If, on the other hand, the system is defocused by an axial distance z, resulting in a 
pupil function 

(14) 
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where u is the optical coordinate 

u= kz sin2 Ct . (IS) 

the weak object transfer function is complex with a real part 

4 f1-;; { }1 /2 =;;. 0 cos (2umg) 1- (g+m)2 dg, O·S :::; m :::; 1 
(16) 

= 0 ,m> 1 

and an imaginary part 

Cl(m; O)=~ f~- ;n sin (2umg) {1- (g + m)2 f'2 dg, m:::; o.s} . 
= 0 ,m > O'S 

(17) 

These also are shown in Fig. 6. The imaginary part resuLts in differential amplitude contrast. 
The transfer function CCO; 0) is zero so that in order that the image intensity is always positive 
an offset of 1/2 must be added. The curves of Fig. 6 are well behaved, without many sign changes. 

4. CALCULATION OF IMAGES OF IDEAL OBJECTS 

The image of a weak phase line of strength at can be calculated as the Fourier transform 
of the transfer function CCm; 0). For an unaberrated system we obtain (Ditkin & Prudnikov, 
1965), ignoring a constant factor, 

where v is the optical coordinate 

and I n is a Bessel function of order n. 

>. 

1I1 
C 
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v= kr sin Ct 

Fig. 7. The image of a weak line object in differential phase contrast. 

(18) 

(19) 
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Using the usual recurrence relationship this may be written 

(20) 

and is shown in Fig. 7. The intensity variation is purely real, but is allowed to be negative as it 
is superimposed on a constant offset. 

The image of a weak phase edge with phase difference 8 may be calculated by integrating 
equation (18) to obtain 

M(V)=8 [ln2_~{2JI(V/2) 2J I(V)}_ J v {1-Jo(v)} dV] 
2 v/2 V v/ 2 v 

=8[ln2-~ {Jo(V/2)-J 2(V/2)-JO(V)+J z(V)}- J :/2 { 1 -~o(v)} dV] (21) 

which is shown in Fig. 8. 
Turning now to a weak point object of strength a, the image is most easily calculated 

directly as 
2n 00 

I(v, 6) = J J IPI (p)+ ah l (v) exp [jpv cos (8-:-</» ]1 2 D (p,</» pdpd</> (22) 

o 0 

where 

(23) 

and 

(24) 
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Fig. 8. The image of a weak phase edge in differential phase contrast. 
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is the amplitude point spread function of the objective. If a is small the image for the split 
detector case is 

" 1 

l ev, 8)= 4ai CJ~(V) ) J J sin {vp cos (8-cp)} pdpdcp (25) 

o 0 

where ai is the imaginary part of a. In general this may be evaluated in terms of incomplete 
Bessel and Struve functions (Barna, 1977), but for 8=7T/2 we obtain 

l (v) = 2JICv) X 2Hl(V) 
v V 

(26) 

in which H I is a Struve function of order unity, and this is shown in Fig. 9. It should be noted 
that the angular dependence of the weak point spread function is rather complicated, although 
it does not depart greatly from the ideal behaviour. 

>
III 
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0·5 

-0 ·1 
Fig. 9. The image of a weak point object in differential phase contrast in the direction of differentiation. 

Turning now to strong objects it is seen that the image of a strong point object with the 
split detector is always zero. A point object produces an image only through interference with 
other radiation. For example, two point objects produce no image if they are well separated or 
coincident, but when slightly separated an image is formed. For a strong phase edge, with 
phase difference 8, the spectrum may be written 

T(m)= cos (8/2) 8 (m)+ sin (8 /2)/7Tm (27) 

By considering the symmetry of C(m; p) for the split detector case we find that the only contri
butions to the image are from the cross-product terms so that equation (21) is still valid with 
8 replaced by sin 8. The shape of the phase edge image is not dependent on the magnitude of 
the phase change, contrary to the results from conventional or confocal microscopes. One of the 
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most important properties of a differential phase contrast microscope is its response to a phase 
gradient. Consider an object with 

t(x)= exp (j~'x) 

where rP' is the phase gradient. We thus have 

T(m) = S(m- rP' j27T) 

(28) 

(29) 

which contains only one spatial frequency component. The image of the phase gradient is thus 
(Sheppard, 1980b) 

(30) 

that is it is independent of position and completely specified by CCm; m). From equation (3) 
this is independent of aberrations or defocus. For the split detector case it is equal to the 
aberration-free C(m; 0). If the phase gradient changes only slowly compared with the spread 
function the image intensity variation can be determined from equation (30). Thus for a 
monotonic phase (or height) variation the intensity first of all either increases or decreases 
according to the direction of phase change.1 If the maximum" gradient in a monotonic phase step 
;c~ "1.Q:J.<t-I,.'{.. l""Wa..1J.1J. 'Q. 1vl:f51;ti. 'm &~1l\. lJ.:jT~ -a.1'tR.:a~"'~ :lLl +-l7R.. :lITragc. l"l, Wi +-L71C 'lflTla TCccrKt, tile: TICd-'KlITiliITl 

. 1 

Fig. 10. Differential phase image of a surface with smoothly varying height, showing double fringes: 
(a) image, (b) line scan. 
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gradient is such that the intensity goes over the maximum of the curve shown in Fig. 6, the image 
consists of two fringes. This is demonstrated in Fig. 10, in which the microscope was focused 
on to the silicon surface. 

5. COMPARISON WITH NOMARSKI DIFFERENTIAL INTERFERENCE CONTRAST 

The images produced using the split detector technique bear some similarities with those 
formed using Nomarski differential interference contast, but there are also important differences. 
In the Nomarski method a polarizer produces a plane polarized wave, which is then split into 
two slightly spatially separated beams polarized orthogonally with respect to each other. After 
traversing the condenser, object and objective the beams are recombined spatially with a 
compensator, which is also used to adjust the relative phase between the two beams. The beams 
are then mixed using an analyser to form an image. The polarizer and analyser are adjusted to 
extinction when there is no phase gradient in the object. With an object which introduces both 
a change in amplitude and phase between the two beams the resultant intensity is 

1= l ( t + t '~) -tI 2 

= I t ' 1 2~2 

(31) 

(32) 

where t ' is the derivative of the object amplitude transmittance and ~ is the beam separation in 
the object. This represents what has been termed 'differential contrast'- both amplitude and 
phase variations are imaged in a non-linear manner, and the system has similarities in common 
with dark-field imaging. The phasors representing the various beams are shown in Figs. 11(a) 
and ll (b),~the resultant amplitude:being labelled:r. 

(a) (b) 
Fig. 11. Signal r in the Nomarski DIe microscope : (a) at extinction, (b) with compensator set to give bias 
angle of28. 

In order to produce linear imaging of small phase variations the compensator is used to 
introduce a further small phase difference 28 between the two beams (Fig. 11 b). The phasor 
2t sin 8 is approximately in quadrature with t so that providing 8 is small and 

t ' ~ ~ 2t sin 8 (33) 

the resultant intensity 

(34) 

depends only on the phase gradient in the object and not the amplitude gradient. The image 
intensity consists of positive or negative variations about a mean level given by the well-known 
sine squared law, the variations being proportional to the phase gradient in the object. 

So far we have neglected diffraction effects but these can be incorporated by replacing 
T(m) in equation (1 ) by the sum of the two components from the two beams 

T(m)-... [exp (- 2j8) exp (-27Tjm~) -1] T (m) (35) 
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the exponential term in m representing the spatial shift of the second beam. We thus obtain for 
the effective transfer function 

Cerr(m;p)= [exp ( -2j8) exp (-27Tjm~)- 1] [exp (2j8) exp (27Tjp~) -1] C(m;p) (36) 

or if ~ is small, 

Cerr(m;p)~4{sin 28 - 7T~(m +p) sin 8 cos 8+j7T~(m -p) sin 28}C(m;p) (37) 

where C(m; p) is the transfer function of the system without splitting the beam. The effective 
transfer function is thus made up of the sum of three components, the first representing non
differential amplitude imaging, the second the required differential phase contrast and the third 
differential amplitude contrast. There are, in addition, higher order terms in ~ representing 
non-linear components and non-differential phase contrast. The strengths of the various 
components depend on the compensation, decreasing 8 decreasing the strength of the differen
tial phase contrast component but increasing its contrast relative to the background. 

Let us consider the imaging of an object consisting of a constant phase gradient, 4>'. Then 
the image intensity is given by equation (30) to be C(m; m) with 

From equation (36) we have 

or if ~ and 8 are both small 

Ceff(m; m) = (7Tm~+ 8)2 C (m; m). 

If the transfer function is to have no zeros in the pass band we require that 

8 2': 27T~ sin ex/t... 

1·2 

sin e 
sin a 

(38) 

(39) 

(40) 

(41) 

Fig. 12. The signal intensity for a surface at an angle 0, Nomarski DIe with compensator set to just give 
no zeros in the pass band. 
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The fractional rate of change of intensity with slope is larger for small 3, so that the maximum 
differential phase contrast, whilst ensuring no zeros in the transfer function, is obtained when 

--""W 

3 = 2m1 sin ex/ I.. . (42) 

Then the transfer function with equal circular pupils is as shown in Fig. 12. It will be noticed 
that the transfer function is as symmetric, that is positive and negative slopes result in different 
changes from the indisturbed intensity. For a monotonic phase variation it is possible to get 
two bright fringes for one sign of phase change and only one dark fringe for the other. 

By consideration of equation (9) it is seen that 

d~~) l m->o = ±~ (43) 

so that unless 3/7T6. is such that the zero occurs at a spatial frequency smaller than 27T times the 
cut-off frequency no brightening of the image" occurs at phase gradients but only darkenings, 
regardless of the sign of the gradient. -

If the amplitude of the phase variations is small, say 10, 3 may be reduced below the value 
given by equation (41) in order to increase the contrast of the differential phase image, but 
only by a factor 10 as then the non-linear components of strength 102 become appreciable. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

Reflection and transmission images have been produced using the split detector technique 
in a scanning optical microscope. The images are of high quality and resolution, and are free 
from optical artefacts. The technique has a number of important advantages over the usual 
Nomarski method of differential interference contrast. The images are produced by pure 
differential phase contrast, signal level is comparatively high, contrast is controllable electroni
cally, and the full collector aperture may be used to give optimum resolution. 

The main differences between the Nomarski method and the split detector technique are 
thus as follows. Firstly, in the Nomarski method the image is a complicated mixture of different 
contrast mechanisms, the relative strengths of which can be altered by adjustment of the 
compensator, whereas using the split detector pure differential phase contrast results. Secondly, 
the Nomarski metl:od results in an asymmetric response to phase gradients, unlike the split 
detector method. Thirdly, the split detector method gives no image from a strong point object, 
unlike the Nomarski technique. 
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